Sophia Services

presents ...

In Search of Parzival: an Inner and Outer Journey
April 5—25, 2014

with Brian Gray from Rudolf Steiner College

and further contributions from Andrew Wolpert in England,
Adriaan Luijk in France and Miha Pogacnik (to be confirmed) in Slovenia.

This is a traveling exploration of Wolfram von
Eschenbach’s epic tale, Parzival. The tour encompasses sites
where the Arthurian stream in Great Britain and Little Britain
connects with the Grail stream in locations identified by
Rudolf Steiner and others in France and Switzerland, as well
as sites significant to Parzival’s quest in Slovenia identified by
Viktor Stracke, Sergei Prokofieff and Miha Pogacnik.
The Arthurian sites of the Round Table bear memories
of cosmic Pre-Christian Hibernian and Druidic mysteries of
the Sun, Moon, stars and Zodiac. The Grail sites call forth
medieval Christian legends of Joseph of Arimathea, Titurel,
and Frimutel. These mystery places set the stage for Parzival’s
quest in the ninth century to overcome personal folly and
achieve compassion and love. Rudolf Steiner relates that
Parzival’s quest is archetypal for our own spiritual quest in
present and future times.
This tour will interweave mystery streams living in the
Arthurian, Grail and Parzival sites with the re-telling of
Wolfram’s epic tale from a Zodiacal perspective and many
insights originating in Rudolf Steiner’s research. Please join us
as we explore these mysteries together on this tour.
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Waldorf students 12 and over are welcome with an
accompanying adult.
Accommodation will be in monasteries/convents, retreat
centers, hotels/hostel, a castle and a ship’s cabin. The internal
flight from Zurich to Ljubljana is not included. This must be
booked individually on the Adria Airways flight # JP311 dep.
Zurich 16:25 arr. Ljubljana 17:35. In August this airfare is
€103/$135.
Price includes: all ground and ship transport including tips,
accommodation on twin share basis, admission fees, activities,
all breakfasts except the one on board ship, 4 lunches and 8
dinners.
Price does not include: international flights, internal flight
Zurich to Ljubljana, travel insurance, drinks, items of a
personal nature or any services other than those listed.
Land only US/Can $3232. In these uncertain times, this
may be subject to fluctuation of currencies and unexpected
fuel surcharges.
Non-refundable deposit of US/Can $500 will hold your
place in the group. Space is limited to 22 and there is a very
high level of interest – book promptly! Full payment due 9
weeks before departure: January 31st 2014.
For full itinerary and further information please contact
Sarnia Guiton 604-740-0676 sarnia@sophiaservices.ca

